What Salem area companies are saying about
Applied Logic’s local IT support…
Great IT partner for our company! Applied
Logic has been our IT provider for nearly ten
years now, and they continue to be a critical
partner in our operations. From server maintenance to selecting new hardware and software,
Applied Logic is among the best in the business
- they’re able to consider our needs and budget
and deliver great results with respect to both. I
would certainly recommend them to any company big or small needing a partner to solve their
IT challenges.
Scott C., Rail Shipping and Warehousing
Awesome computer support! Applied Logic
Corporation has provided us with all of our computer support needs which includes programming, software, and hardware since 1985. During this time, we have been fortunate to build a
trusting, valued business relationship. Whenever we have an immediate need or don’t understand something, someone has always been
available to quickly come to our aid.
Mary Lu V., Agri-business
Applied Logic is the BEST! You can count on
them to respond timely, and they have always
resolved our problems quickly. Everyone at ALC
is personable, and easy to work with. Give them
a call!
Kelly B., State of Oregon Board
We have used ALC for over 10 years for general
IT and software programming work, and have
found them superior to any other resources in the
Salem-Portland area. They are responsive and
highly skilled, and we highly recommend them.
Don M., Contractor
We are extremely pleased with the service that
we receive from Applied Logic. I rely on them to
make recommendations that will work within our
budget as a non-proﬁt organization. They are
very knowledgeable about the different software
programs that we use and have always been
able to ﬁx every issue that we have encountered.
Their response time and the turn around time on
ﬁxing our equipment is fantastic. They have been
our exclusive IT provider for numerous years and
we have no reason to go anywhere else!
Starla H., Nonproﬁt Organization

We highly recommend Applied Logic.
Applied Logic has been our computer company
for several years. They build, maintain and repair our hardware (cpu’s, laptops, server, routers, ﬁrewall). They help us with all our software
needs, as well as our website, Internet and network issues. They are also very responsive when
we have an emergency. Most importantly, we
trust them.
Susy R., Sanitation Services
Great company to work with! They have
learned our speciﬁc software and easily communicate with us as well as our software company!
They are readily available to help us and respond
quickly when our computers go down. Everyone
there has been terriﬁc to work with!
Jenn N., Recycling Organization
If you look in the Yellow Pages for computer help,
you’ll ﬁnd that most of them have gone out of
business. Not so with Applied Logic. They have
been our shining star for many years. Not only
can they solve most of your problems, but the
hardware they provide is top notch. Applied Logic
can put together any type of machine you want.
They use top quality parts without breaking your
budget. Friendliest, most professional IT people I
have ever worked with.
Tom F., Distribution and Retail
Applied Logic has been wonderful in any computer need we’ve had. They quickly respond
to questions. If we need them to come to our
ofﬁce, there is never a hesitation on their part.
Additionally, and most importantly, we know
that they are extremely honest in their business
dealings. We never worry about them trying to
squeeze a few extra dollars from us. Thank you,
ALC!!!
Doris B., Medical Ofﬁce
Applied Logic has provided us with tech support
for 10 years. They’re consistent, trust worthy,
and professional. I value their quick response
and empathy in high stress situations. Thanks
for supporting our priorities and keeping us on
the “cutting edge”!
Erin H., Veterinary Clinic
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